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5. Toxicity Particulating agents are low in acute oral
toxicity.,._No hazard is believed to exist to humans or
.wildlife from the- possible ingestion of-small quantities,
such as may -occur in ordinary handling and use.
Experimental studies on-animals and human experience have

indicated that particulating agents arenot likely to cause
skin irritation.

6.. Conclusion.-- Particulated sprays offer a-means of control-
,li- ng,spray,drift hazards and can, allow the safe use of
.active herbicides in the proximity of susceptible crops.
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THE BI -FLUID SPRAYING. PROCESS

It has long been accepted that highly viscous liquids, such as
invert,emulsions,' could be used to reduce drift because they
could be broken up on spraying into relatively large droplets,
but.no practical method has existed for applying liquids of the
desired. high.viscosity.

This applicatiónal problem was overcome by the invention of the
bi-fluid, process- in which the two phases of the emulsion are
pumped separately- into specially designed mixing chambers.

. The
emulsion produced continuously. in these chambers' can then be'
delivered to the atmosphere without difficulty -, irrespective of
its viscosity. Thus,. the bi -fluid technique provided for the
first time the ability to apply highly. viscous emulsions, and
the consequent possibility of controlling drift by regulating
the size of -the_ spray droplets. This, in turn,. provided.the
incentive to formulate emulsions of sufficiently high - viscosity
so that their biological performance and drift control potential
could be evaluated- in.the field.

Invert (water -in -oil) emulsions become more viscous as more
water is incorporated into the' continuous, oil phase. . The invert
emulsions-available in the past'were prepared using only-three
or four volumes of water to,one.volume of oil, and their com-
paratively low viscosity made them of limited value for drift
control. They were recommended only for total weed 'control
operations in wind_ speeds not exceeding-5-m.p.h.; they were too
expensive -for most purposes,' and too phytotóxic for use on crops.

Intensive research enabled invert emulsions to-be prepared
containing progressively higher percentages of water. Experi-
mental formulations containing a variety of biocides were pro-
duced, and were shown to form emulsions of mayonnaise -like
consistency in the bi -fluid mixing chamber at phase ratios up.
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to 10:1 (water:oil). Concurrently, new mixing chambers were
designed to accommodate the improved formulations, special spray-
tips were used to regulate the droplet patterns, and prototype
bi -fluid spray rigs were developed for use with ground equipment,.
helicopters, and fixed -wing aircraft.
Aerial spraying trials' in 1962 -63 proved the feasibility of

using the bi -fluid process for'total weed:contról (for example,
On brush. under power lines), and for selective weed control in-'
grain crops,while substantially eliminating drift. Subsequent
trials also indicated that the bi -fluid process could be used
with helicopters and with fixed -wing aircraft to achieve accurate
placement of aquatic weed - killers along drainage canals,,'etc.
-The ultimate acceptance of the bi -fluid technique for applying
contact herbicides depends on the extent to which it proves
necessary or possible to reduce droplet size in order to obtain
the required leaf coverage, while retaining sufficient drift
control, without causing unacceptable crop damage. All this
must take years to establish, but the results of recent aerial
trials on invert emulsions containing endrin indicate that'
adequate drift control and biological control are obtainable
simultaneously.
The. accumulating data suggest that the bi -fluid process has

technical and economical-advantages over the conventional
practice of pre- mixing emulsions in a wide variety of situations.
It offers particular advantages to aerial operators who should
be enabled to continue spraying effectively. in relatively windy
conditions or from greater heights.


